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ABSTRACT
HAO white light K-coron am e tot,
 observations show that the inclination of
the heliospheric current shoot at the base of the corona can be both large
(nearly vertical with respect to the solar equator) or small, during
Carrington Rotations 1660 - 1666 and even on a single solar rotation. We
discuss Voyager 1 and 2 magnetic field observations of crossings of the
heliospherie current shoat at distances from the sun of 1.4 and 2.8 AU.
'Two cases are considered; one in which the oorre,, pondltng coronfxneter data
indicate a nearly vertical (north-south) current shoot and another in which
a nearly horizontal, near equatorial current sheet is indicated. For the
crossings of the vertical current shoot, a variance analysis based on hour
averages of the magnetic field data pvt a minimum variance direction
consistent with a steep inclination. The horizontal current sheet was
observed by Voyager as a region of mixed polarity and low speeds lasting
several days, consistent with multiple crossings 
of 
a horizontal but
irregular and fluctuating current sheet at 1.4 AU. kIowever, variance
analysis of individual current sheet crossings in this interval using 1.92
see averages did not give minimum variance directions consistent With 8
horizontal current sheet. We conolude that one cannot assume that the
minimum variance direction will be the same as the normal to the current
sheet when the analysis re3Ult3 are likely to be influenced by 3M811-scale
variations or curvatures within or near the sheet proper. This inflUeIIQe
may be more pronounced when the sheet is locally nearly horizontal.
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Introduction
Theoretical considerations have suggested that at large distances from
the sun the global heliospheric current sheet may be a near-equatorial,
warped surf°)ce separating regions of oppositely directed interplanetary
magnetic fields (IMF) which originate in opposite solar hemispheres
(Schatten, 1972; Schulz, 1973; Alfven, 1977). The study of coronal holes
observed during the Skylab mission of 1973-1974 (see Zirker, 1977) led to
the recognition that a similar concept helped to explain the observed
brightness structure of the outer corona and the relationship be tween that
structure and solar wind streams and magnetic sectors (Hundhausen, 1977;
Levine, 1977). Pioneer 11 observations of the magnetic sector structure of
the IMF as a function of solar latitude between 1 AU and 4.3 AU (Smith et
A., 1978) and Helios observations between 0.3 and 1 AU (Villante et al.,
1979; Burlaga et al., 1982 and Bruno et al., 1982) were interpreted as
being generally consistent with this picture. A study which inoluded both
Pioneer 10 and 11 and data out to 8.5 AU provided additional experimental
support for this view (Thomas and Smith, 1981).
The inclination of the current sheet with respect to the solar equator
is a basic parameter, and estimates of it have been varied and
controversial.. Part of the confusion arises because of a failure to
disting gish between local and global inclinations and between inclination
and amplitude. Wilcox and Svalgaard (1974) suggested that the inclination
of the neutral line might be large at times and extend to high latitudes,
while Burlaga et al. (1978) showed that locally the inclination might be
large even though the sector boundary does not extend to large latitudes.
Intermediate situations were discussed by 5valgaard et al. (1975). we
shall show that the inclination can even be large at one longitude but
small at another. Various efforts to deduce the sheet orientation in
interplanetary space using either multispacecraft measurements, two-point
single spacecraft observations or single-point techniques, such as minimum
variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967), have yielded a variety of
estimates of the inclination, ranging from s 100 to f 60* (Rosenberg and
Coleman, 1969; Neubauer, 1978; Villante et al., 1979; Klein and Burlaga,
1980; 6ehannon et al., 198'1; Thomas and Smith, 1981; Villante and Bruno,
1982).
4Some of the differences between individual results from direct
interplanetary measurements may result from the different techniques used:
some methods estimate the global sheet tilt and some estimate the local
orientation, with a range of local inclinations possible within the warp
structure. These efforts have not yet answered satisfactorily the
following questions: 1) To what extent is the shape of the current sheet
at a particular longitude near the sun preserved out to large distances
from the .sun? 2) How does the shape (inclination and amplitude) of the
current sheet change with solar activity? and 3) Can the inclination of the
current sheet be determined from measurements by one spacecraft using a
minimum variance analysis? The principal aim of this paper is to provide
an answer to the third question, but we shall also address the other two
questions.
Our approach is based on the identification of the band of bright
corona (or streamer belt) that surrounds the sun at times away from the
;t
maximum of the sunspot cycle as the base of the interplanetary neutral or 	 °{
current sheet. this is an extension of the long-held belief that 	 II
i`
individual coronal streamers are associated with neutral sheets (e.g.,
Newkirk, 1972, Pneuman, 1972) and sector boundaries (Howard and Korman,
1974, Svalgaard et al., 1974) to the global context sugggested by coronal
hole studies (Hundhausen, 1977, 1979; Svalgaard and Wilcox, 1978).
Comparison of the coronal neutral sheet inferred from a maximum brightness
line drawn on synoptic maps of the observed polarization brightness with
the magnetic polarity observed in interplanetary space (Burlage et al.,
1978; Bruno et al. 1982) has lent considerable credence to this
— —	 d
identification. Mere we will examine the structure and inferred
orientation of the interplanetary neutral sheet with reference to the
orientation implied by the coronal maximum brightness line.
The Voyager data studied were taken during 1977-78 over the
heliocentric distance range 1.3 - 2.9 AU and included 1.923, 483 and hourly
averages. The solar data used were HAO white-light K-coronameter data for
the same time period (Carrington rotations 1660-1666). To correlate the
solar and spacecraft sheet observations in time, the Voyager position and
5
IMF sector polarities were projected back to the sun (to 1.75 R o) using a
constant solar wind speed of 375 km/sec, the value which gave the best
overall consistency for this study, and we shall show that contrary to the
assumption made in some previous publications. the minimum variance normal
may not always be a reliable indicator of the steepness of the heliospheric
current sheet.
Using the white-light data, we selected cases in which the sheet
inclination at the sun was near one of the two extremes, i.e., s 0" of,
s 900 . Both types were available within the epoch studied. 'Iris is
significant in itself, for it implies that the local inclination is not
either small or large in a given epoch of the solar Cycle, but it can be
both large and small. In fact, there were examples of both types occurring
on a single solar rotation, but lack of sufficiently complete data during
the relevant time intervals from one or the other of 4rhe Voyager spacecraft
precluded use of such cases here. Only one exer^^ple of each type of
inclination will be presented in this brief note; however, multiple
recurrences of each type were observed during the period of the study, and
preliminary investigation suggests that the properties of interest here
were usually maintained over several successive rotations.
For the interplanetary observations, a rough inference of the steepness
of the sheet relative to the equatorial plane c(,uld be drawn from the
sharpness of the sector polarity transition. Multiple sheet crossings over
a few days or more implies a sheet nearly parallel to the orbital paths of
the spacecraft, which were within a few degrees of being in the solar
equator plane. The minimum variance analysis of Sonnerup and Cahill (1967)
was also applied to estimate the current sheet orientation for each sheet
Crossing.
Observations
Current sheet highly inclined to the solar equator. Figure 1 shows
x.
K-corona white light contours and projected Voyager IMF polarity data for a
portion of CH 1666 (central meridian days March 25
	
April 9, 1978).
together with an estimated maximum brightness curve (dashed curve). Two
6successive crossings of the equator by the maximum brightness curve occur,
and the longitudes of those crossing points correspond to those at which
the IMF magnetic sector polarity changed signs from negative ( toward the
sun) to positive (outward) to negative again. The crossings of the current
sheet by the Voyagers occurred on April 3 and April 13. 1978 at a mean
heliocentric radial distance of 2.8 AU. The longitude separation of the
spacecraft was s 1 6 , the latitude separation was s 2°, and there was a
separation in heliocentric distance of s 0.1 AU.
The first current sheet crossing was not unusual, being followed by a
small, corotating stream and preceded by a slow cold, high ,!JnSity flow.
However, it was thick in the sense of Klein and Burlage (1980) because the
field changed polarity by rotating southward for more than a day.
The full crn331ng took 31 hours for Voyager 1 and 42 hours for Voyager
2. This was too long in each case to apply the minimum variance analysis
to the 483 average data; instead, the hourly averages were used. This
resulted in the estimates given for the theet normal direction ( latitude,
longitude) angles 6 N . ^ N that are listed in the first two lines of Table 1.
As the data show, nearly identical normal directions were determined at the
two different locations, with a latitude angle of 6 0 at both. This
represents a sheet inclination of 84 0
 if the minimum variance method is a
valid way of determining the normal. This is consistent with the steep
inclination implied by the white-light observations in Figure 1.
Further details of this April 3 current sheet crossing are given in
Table 1. viz., the angle w through which the magnetic field rotated in the
plane of the sheet; the magnitude of the normal component of the field
relative to the total field, Bz/B; the number of averages N used in the
analysis; and the type of average. The magnetic field vector tended to
rotate in a single plane throughout the sheet traversal by Voyager 2. Thus
an analysis of 48s averages for only a portion of the time interval (the
final third) fielded essentially the same direction for the normal as
obtained from the whole interval (third line of the table). In contrast,
the directional variation observed by voyager 1 during the crossing did not
take place in a single plane, so that analysis of various subsets of the
7total crossing data produced orientations inconsistent with that derived
from the total interval, which effectively averaged over the separate
intermediate, partial changes in direction.
The second current sheet crossing, on April 13, is not typical, for at
Voyager 2 it was preceded by a magnetic cloud ( see e .g., Burlage et al.,
1981; Behannon and Burlaga, 1982; and references th ®r ein), which w83
interposed between two sectors. The "sector boundary „ that we shall now
describe is actually the boundary between the rear of the cloud and the
negative sector. In this case the crossing took less than two hours for
Voyager 1 and therefore 48s data were analyzed. The crossing by Voyager 2
took considerably longer (s 16 hours), but the time interval was still
short enough for analysis of the 483 averages. Those results are shown in
the next to last line of the table, and in the last line are the results
obtained using Voyager 2 hourly averages for a slightly longer period.
Figure 2 illustrates the 483 data for the Voyager 2 traversal on the
left and the hodogram plots for this case on the right. BZ is the
component in the minimum var range direction; it was s 2 nT on average
throughout the crossing. BX and BY are the maximum and intermediate
variance directions, respectively ( bottom right); although considerable
fluctuation of the field occurred during the analysis interval, the change
in direction of B tended to occur predominantly in the BX-BY plane, and an
acceptable minimum variance result was obtained. The relatively large
normal component in this case indicates that the field direction change
across the current sheet was more like a rotational discontinuity (RD) than
a tangential discontinuity ( TD), in contrast to the other crossings given
in Table 1, which showed the sheet to have been more like a TD at those
times, i.e., BZ/B $ 0.1 (Lepping and Behannon, 1980). This may be related
to the fact that this represents a transition between a cloud and a sector
rather than the transition between two sectors. The 16 N1 values in Table 1
show that the Voyager observations of this crossing, giving an inclination
of 850 (90" -6 N ^) at Voyager 2 (79" from the hourly data) and 58 0 at
Voyager 1. The latter value is not consistent with an almost vertical
sheet, but because of the nature of the transition it may be inappropriate
to compare these results with the coronal data.
8Nearly horizontal current sheet. White-light coronagraph data
indicating a current shee p, close to the equatorial plane near the sun are
shown in Figure 3, which has the same format as Figure 1. Once again the
Voyager 1 and 2 orbital tracks and observed IMF polarities are projected on
the sun in the near-equatorial region. Only part of a solar , rotation is
depicted, in this case bridging across portions of two successive
Carrington rotations, CR 1660-1661 (central meridan days October 21
November 5., 1977). The maximum brightness curve suggests that, near the
sun at least, the current sheet was approximately horizontal over ,
longitudinal sector nearly 1200 in width.
The corresponding interplanetary observations were made by Voyagers 1
and 2 during November 1 -7, 1977 at %P 1.4 AU„ The longitudinal and radial
separations of the spacecraft were pas 1 0 -20 and er s 0.02 AU,
respectively, and Voyager 1 was s 2 0 south of Voyager 2 in latitude.
Voyagers 1 and 2 at ,r 1.4 AU observed a state of mixed IMF polarity
throughout much of the interval, consistent with the interpretation of a
nearly horizontal current sheet also at large distances from the sun at
that time. The speed measured by Voyager 2 was low (< 350 km/s) throughout
this period, again suggesting close proximity to the current sheet, for it
is well-known that the speed io low at the ourrent sheet at 1 AU
(Hundhausen, 1972, p. 131, and references therein), Voyager 1 measured
somewhat higher speeds in this period, and a dominance of negative
polarities, suggesting that it was ,just below the current sheet some of the
time. Since the spacecraft were close to the equatorial plane throughout
the interval, these speed observations also suggest a nearly horizontal
current sheet.
As the alternations in polarity imply, there were multiple crossings of
the sheet over the r 6 day period, with more traversals by Voyager 2 than
by Voyager 1, where Voyager 2 was higher in latitude by a few degrees.
These results suggest an orientation of the sheet in the solar wind at
these longitudes that it not very different from the near-equatorial
orbital planes of the spacecraft. The mixed polarities might be due to 1)
a fluctuating meridional motion over a few degrees of a single thin current
9sheet past the spacecraft, 2) passage through a filamentary current sheet,
or 3) a combination of these two effects. The first of these alternatives
is favored by the differences between Voyager 1 and 2 speed and polarity 	 {
patterns, but the other alternatives cannot be excluded. This single
observation of mixed polarities and 'pow speeds associated with a horizontal
current sheet suggests the hypothesis that mixed polarities in general are
a signature of horizontal current sheets.
Let us now turn to the question of whether the minimum variance normal
for this event gives a current sheet orientation consistent with that
suggested by the white-light data. Minimum variance analysis was applied
to all sheet traversals within the period of interest. Since the time
required for these crossings was generally short (< 1 hour), 1.923 averages
were used. Not all of the crossings yielded accepta:)le results (see
criteria of Lepping and Behannon, 1980); those the*,t were deemed acceptable
are tabulated in Table 2 for the two spacecraft. To make it easier to
visualize these results, the latitude angles 6 N of the individual minimum
variance normals are illustrated in Figure 4. None of the normal
directions was consistent with a sheet of very low inclination
(1 6 N I	 90°). The values of 16.1 were distributed between $ le and s 500
in each case, corresponding to a range of sheet inclinations between 400
and 80°, with a mean of 620 . If we accept that a horizontal maximum
it
brightness curve in the corona, an extended interval of mixed polarity and
an extended interval of low speeds are indicative of a nearly horizontal
current sheet between the sun and 1.4 AU, they; we must conclude that one
cannot use the minimum variance method to determine the normal to a nearly
horizontal current sheet. Some of the possible reasons for this are
discussed in the following section.
Discussion and Conclusions
The minimum variance results for the case of the current sheet segment
that was inferred to be nearly horizontal do not provide sucDort for the
idea that one can determine the orientation of the heliospheric current
sheet by means of a minimum variance analysis of the high resolution data
inside the sheet. Cn the other hand, the inclinations derived for one of
10
the „ vertical" current sheets are consistent with a steel? inclination.
(The results for the other "vertical" current sheet are inoinclusive
because of the presence of a magnetic cloud.) This suggests that there may
be additional structures in the horizontal sheet which act as noise in our
computation of the current sheet normal.
The minimum variance analysis (MVA) can only respond to the observed
"local" variation or curvature of S. It is possible that in cases where a
helioapheric current sheet traversal its sampled at low resolution because
of an intrinsically low sampling rate (or equivalently an effectively low
rate because of averaging) and/or because of rapid motion of the sheet past
the spacecraft, as may happen with a highly inclined sheet moving past at
the resultant of the solar wind flow and corotation speeds, then only the
;gross field structure surrounding the sheet is observed. This structure
may resemble the sheered-field str r utture associated with directional
discontinuities.
On the other hand, when there is high-resolution sampling and low
relative motion, as results from the low-frequency flapping or undulation
of a nearly horizontal sheet, then actual internal structure may be
observed, and this finer-scale, more locally resolved curvature of B can
give minimum variance directions that are quite different from the
orientation of the true normal to the large-scale sheet. In a "stationary"
system, in which the spacecraft remains in or near the current sheet for
extended periods of time and the only relative motion is a slow drift of
the spacecraft across the sheet, MVA can yield an estimate of the
orientation of the plane in which the field lines close across the sheet,
Possibly at right angles to the sheet surface, or of the plane containing
magnetic field "loops" in plasma "bubbles" within the sheet. A variety of
such internal geometries were observed on Voyager crossings of the Jovian
magnetotail current sheet (Behannon, 1983)• They were not, in general,
coplanar with the sheet itself.
In the solar wind, the influence on the MVA. results of the convection
of a nearly horizontal helioapheric current sheet past the spacecraft at
solar wind speeds depends on the scale size of the fine-scale structures In
'r
the sheet, their relative alignment, and the speed at which vertical
t
	 motions of the sheet occur. The internal structures may appear as a
succession of highly-inclined, nearly parallel features, 93 quasi-periodic,
wavelike variations, or as a randomly-oriented set of pertur yations if
there is turbulence in the sheet (Bohannon et al., 1981). In any case, it
is clear that the MVA technique is of limited utility for studying the
large-scale orientation of the heliospheric current sheet. results from
its application must always be tested by comparison with those obtained by
independent means.
To the question of how representative the results of this study are, we
have looked at both earlier and later cases of near-vertical and
near-horizontal sheet orientations at the sun and, by association the
corresponding sheet segments seen by the Voyagers, and similar analysis
results were obtained. In some cases these were earlier and later
appearances of the same sheet segment on different solar rotations. In
total, these results suggest that sheet orientations near the sun are
maintained to large distances and that these orientations may be maintained
over several successive rotations of the sun.
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Figure Captions
	
Figure S	 Brightness contours (solid curves) measured by the Mauna Loa
K coronameters at 1.75 R  as a function of solar latitude and
longitude for a portion of Carrington rotation (CR) 1666.
The contour levels are in units of 10-8 times the brightness
of the photophere. Also shown is a curve (dashed) giving the
estimated 'latitude of maximum brightness as a function of
longitude. Superimposed are the projected trajectories of
Voyagers 1 (V1) and 2 (V2) delineated by IMF sector polarity
(+ away from sun. -, toward sun) observed at 2.8 AU. The
spacecraft crossed the interplanetary current sheet twice
during this interval; time runs from right to left.
	
Figure 2
	
Voyager 2 48s magnetic field averages (left-hand panels)
during the second (+/-) crossing of a steeply inclined
current sheet (at ]eft in Figure 1). Shown for a period of
16 hours are the field magnitude (top) and direction in
heliographic (HG) coordinates in terms of the longitude A and
latitude 6, where X G 00 is directed away from the sun. At
the right are the corresponding hodograms in a minimum
variance coordinate system (see text). A Z and 6 Z are the
angular coordinates of the tip of a unit vector along the
minimum variance direction.
	
Figure 3	 K corona brightness contours and Voyager IMF polarities in
same format as Figure 1 for the case of a nearly horizontal
current sheet. Note the alternation of polarity at both V1
and V2 (at 1.4 AU) over the range of longitude for which the
maximum brightness line was observed to be approximately
parallel to the equator.
	
Figure 4	 Distributions of minimum variance normals for the multiple
current sheet crossings of the nearly horizonal sheet. V2
was north of V1 and had a larger number of sheet traversals.
In each case, the average direction was near 3e.
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TABLE 11
Minimum Variance Analysis Results from "Vertical" Current Sheets
Type of
S/C YR/QY/TIME w Bx/< B >
XN
16 N
I
N Average
V1 78 092/22-094/05 1380 0.085 1960 60 2"1 Hrly
V2 78 092/0 11-093/20 11121D 0.142 20111 60 30 Nrly
V2 78 093/07-20 1390 0.126 2040 50 383 48s
V1 78 103/0732-0912 1650 0.132 1710 324 125 48s
V2 78 102/2030-103/1245 1650 0.500 1760 50 1217 1183
V2 78 102/20-103/15 1600 0.3117 1780 11° 20 '8rly
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TABLE
Minimum Variance Analysis Results #
 from It Horizontal" Current Sheet
5/C YR/DY/TIME w Bz/< B ? aN
^dNI N
V1 77 306/1705-1747:30 1530 0.157 2410 490 1196
V1 77 307/0437-0523 1530 0.157 2020 380 1540
V1 77 310/1639:30-1640:15 1590 0.701 2070 260 25
V1 77 310/1711-1714 1380 0.601 1900 400 131
V1 77 310/1740-1751 1440 0.1197 2080 110 391
V2 77 307/1918-1950 1650 0.150 2050 9° 1041
V2 77 308/0515-0523 1400 0.235 1160 110 261
V2 77 308/0803-0820 1460 0.309 2140 460 553
V2 77 309/1720-1730 1580 0.578 1970 44" 326
V2 77 310/0426-0450 1700 0.151 194" 230 781
V2 77 311/0128-0134 1770 :x.139 230° 44° 196
V2 77 311/0200-0209 1760 0 .159 2160 170 293
V2 77 311/0451-0457 1370 0.050 2110 300 196
*All reaalts listed are from analysis of 1.92s averages.
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